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[00:00:00] Morton Bay Regional Council are working on plans to upgrade the Albany 
Creek skate park. And we need your hope to make sure the design is unique and caters 
to the local community. 

[00:00:11] Before starting the design we held an online survey to ask the community 
what they would like the redeveloped facility to look like. And we had over 200 
responses full of awesome feedback which we have used to shape the design. Based 
on community feedback and our assessment of the existing skate parks’ condition. It 
has been determined the existing skate park requires demolishing and replacing. This is 
due to many safety hazards, poor structural condition and an outdated design. We're 
planning to replace the existing facility with a contemporary skate park that meets the 
needs of current and future Skate Park uses. 

[00:00:49] The concept design is now at a stage where you can see what we came up 
with and tell us what you think of it. 

[00:00:55] The design works with the natural slope of the steep site to provide a district 
level skate facility that caters to skate park uses of all ages and skill levels as well as 
providing an inviting space for spectators and the wider community. The design 
comprises of three skate zones which cater to different user groups. The first zone is 
an intermediate to advanced level bowl. A lot of the existing Skate Park uses love the 
existing bowls and spines. So we've taken that into consideration with similar obstacles 
in the new bowl. 

[00:01:31] This includes the spine with the five foot side and a six foot side to replicate 
the existing bowl as well a taco extension in one pocket. Emergency and maintenance 
access into the bowl is a requirement which is accommodated through the doorway 
obstacle. The next zone is a tiered street section with three low impact level changes. 
Great for doing lines. Obstacles include a three-stair set, hubbers down rail and a long 
narrow down ledge. Linking the lower straight area, we have a wide ledge on top of a 
low bank which can be used as a euro gap or manual pad. The lowest Street area 
starts on a lower hipped quarter pipe and includes an open flat section with a long flat 
bar, ledge and beginner's ledge or manual pad. 



[00:02:22] The end of the strait run features a curb on top of the quarter pipe, a central 
mogal and a doorway gap within the quarter pipe. 

[00:02:30] When you're done with riding or skating the park, we've included plenty of 
sitting and a refuge zone to chill with the shade shelter and drinking fountain. We've 
also included footpaths so you can access seating areas and walk around the facility 
safely. Finally, we've even included the sports level lighting to allow for night time usage 
of the facility. Feedback is important to ensure the designs best meets the needs of the 
local community. Make sure you provide your feedback in the online surveys to let us 
know what you think. Your feedback will be used in finalising the design. So make sure 
you have your say. 
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